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Front Cover: A s~ctch of th~ front and a roar view of a pussi~le
cnvclopo dosign offered to us :.,y iii'• lial i;osele~·· If no one objects, ue rna~· pursue this envelope design
idea if tij·2 local
printing shops will sive us a l>rea!~.
Pocono: We are <Jbout to wind up all the preparatio~ for the
July 1 ~ 2 clu:J meeting at til<" Schaffer 500 u.~./\.C. r<Jce at
Pocono, Penn. After viowing Indy on the tube last ::.at., my
in~e~·~st in ~h: race i tsol f ha~. incr&~lh';Lconsilierably, !Jut our
ma1n 1nteresc 1s of course gctc1ng~ach other. All our rooms
are confirmed for Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights at the
Swiftwater Inn which includes the morning and evening meal at
$31.00 per day per couple.
The manager informed me to pass on the
word that you should bring your fishing gear as a good trout
stream is near the lodge. Perhaps the rods could be carried a~ove
the exhaust pipe in .the tunnel!
Donald Plettenberg has decided to camp during the weekend rather
than stay at the Inn. therefore his twin room is avQila~le and it
may ~a the only room availa~le on the mountain. So~ don't i1esitate
you. lata comers •. Contact Don at 10301 Society Park Drive,
Cockeysville, Haryland, 21030. Tal: {301} 6L6-81S4 evenings or
write Club Elite with a $20.00 deposit check made payal>le to
Donald Plettenberg.
If any members should encounter any problecis dUring travel, please
call the ~wiftwater Inn and leave a massage for Clu~ Elite.
Telephone {717} 839-7206. The following is a list of other motels that we are told may possibly accommodate persons for less
than three clays stay if tl1ey have any vacancies.
Gon Air flotor Lodge {717} 839-9282
['Jorway ilotel {717} &39-93.31
ilt. Pocono Motel {717} 839-9407
hshevor llotcl {717} C.3"1-'J9l5 •
We have passed on to the llorgan Club reservations for seven
couples to att2nd the ~aturday night :janquet :10noring ilr. Peter
iJorgan, who definitely will attend. Therefore, Club Elite will
be well represented.
Those of you who might l·Jant grandstand seats for the race should
l•Jrite Pocono International Racet~ay, Inc., P.O. Oox 500, ilt. Pocono,
Pa. 18344· Tel: {717} L4L-23DO, but we expect to be able to see
most of the track from our infield parking/display area.

(_./

Robert Green informs me that he may not be able to complete tho
paint job on his Elite by July, and if not, Leo Tscharner has offered to loan Bob his Elite for the trip. How about that florgan
Otmcrs?
l.lest Wishes

#1486

FOR :;ALE
Elite Ell lLiiJb, r-.u.D., 19[.,1, IJG, Olmed ~years, Duel_su•:.;,
Rebuild engine and fully restored inter1or and exter1or, ~7,000
$3.750,00. Ted Peterson, 319 fJorth Vine Street, H1nsrlalrh
1,1 iles.
Illinois, 60531 Tel: {312} 325-1~57
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The following is an article from Car Magazine, January 1966 issue.· It compares
the design, development and components of the Elite with the Elan. For this
article they used a Lotus Elite that had bean stored since the end of the
production run and compared it with two Elans- a roadster and a coupe.
Lotus Elite

I

Lotus Elan

------------------------------The Elite has been out of production for nearly two years - how
could we possioly get our hands on one that wasn't either clapped out or so tarted
up as to be unrecognisable? 'Ah' "'urmtred. the Lotus oan, 'we can fix that •, and
sure enough it turned out that some 18 nonths earlier, Lotus had taken a day off
from being chaotic and done something really clever for e change. Colin Chapoan
had decided he oust have an everyday production Elite kept in storage unaltered
for future reference. So his sales stAff had teken one of their demonstretors
just as it was out of the works car park, driven it round to a local lock up,
drained it all of the usual liquids and stuck it up on blocks. For Ever.
This was the car that Lotus proposed to loan us and when the car arrived at our
office we were even oore delighted for we hAd road tested this selfsane car
in December 1962 when it had barely 1000 niles and we were the first to try it.
Truly this ·· · would be an ideal way of naking up our minds whether production
problems had driven the men at Cheshunt backwards or forwards in the interim.

u

But first, a word or two about the developoent progra"' of both cars.
The Elite
was the first car Colin Chapnan sponsored with series production rather than
competition success foremost in his mind. His tiny factory had just moved froo
a converted stable in Hornsey to a brand new factory in the industrial satelite
of Cheshunt, Hertfor<lsh1-re.
The Seven sports car had begun to catch on in
Britain and elsewhere as a cheap, stark and thoroughly exhilerating fun-machine•
Lotus sports-racing cars had dominated their class in circuit events at hone
and won the index of efficiency at Le Mans;
The Conpany was beginning to look
like a future threat in the Grand Prix field,
The time was ripe for sonething
new from Mr. Chapman, and sure enough, the world got something new. If the Elite
were to appear tonorrow instead of in 1957, it would still be hailed as aGvartced
if not revolutionary.
One production car (The Rochdale OlY"'pic, whose
de~igne:r later went to Lnttis) has ~ppeared since with a stressed monocoque
body, chassis structure moulded entirely froo fiberglass,
Very few cars even
now can boast a suspension layout as advanced as the Elite's with its patented
Chapm~n strut systen at the back and m~hing wide based tubular wish bones in
front. Few rival designs can claim to get as ouch power from an engine so light
as the Elite's all aluminum single overhead camshaft Coventry Climax FWE.
Possibly no current car is as efficient aerodynanically.
The philosphy behind the Elite was partly born of expediency, Chapman had no money
to invest in elaborate tooling so that glassfibre was almost a oust for as many
parts as possible. If he was going to persuade a supplier to install necessary
modest equipoent for plastic bodies, why go elsewhere for expensive steel chassis
stampings - or come to that, why indulge in the usual frustrating search for
welders skilled enough to build up a spaceframe in quantity from tubes.? \fuy not
nake the whole thing of glassfibre and be done?
Similarly, would it be asking too ouch to expect customers to step forward in
sufficient numbers for an untried design from an unknown firm costing as much as
other GT cars - say five thousand pounds or more.
Chapman's car would have to
be much cheaper, and for that reason it would have to be light, small•using an
engine which existed already and yet which offered enough glamour a~enough
performance to suit a connoisseur clientele. One obvious w~y to get extra
-spe-e.G ·-for· noth-ing w-as-to-employ a cracking hot aerodryrramicist like Frank Costin-.. ·------Another was to nAkc his car go round cc~onrs almost as fast as it would travel

on the straight - and that meant virtu;:!lly conpetition suspension of a type that
would allow plenty of wheel travel and thus a re~sonably absorbant ride.
The e!gant body structure was indeed made wholly from plastic - froo epoxy
resin bonded glass strand l~minate to be exact.
It was made up from three main
mouldings or groups of oouldings each bonded t8gether from smaller parts which
made up easily manageable replacement units. The main body mould consisted of
the whole of the outer skin frcm the sill line up, r0of and all. Doors, boot
and bonnet lids, ench double skinned so as to presant a smooth and adequately
stiffened surf~cc,b~th sides were hinged to this and bright work such as
bu~pers and headlaQpS surrounds b8lted and claoped in place.
Then there w~s the
undertray, a

c~nplc~

piccu of work which included the wheel

arch~s,

the

en~inc

and suspension mountings and such tiddly bits as the built in box which was to
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hc,use the ch~ssis mounted finDl drive unit.
Finelly,came the inner skin, <>
moulding which ran under the car (but over the undertrey) from front to rear
enclosing most of the mechanicals in a phstic sandwich;. helping aerodynamics
underneath as well as , lending strength all round.lt was in two parts - an
upper lining for the cockpit and a main structuttB which formed the sides and
bottom of ~he engine compartment, the transmission, tunnel and cockpit floor,
the boot and radiator cowl.
The same structure also included moulded-in steel
supports for the door hinges, and a steel hoop running over the roof and forr.1ing
a frame round the windscreen. Into this, the mechAnical perts, people and
luggage all fitted so neatly that looking at it today, you wonder why fast cars
ever needed to gat any bigger.
The F>·IE was a 1220 c.c. cooking engine that
developed diractly fron the 1098 cc· racing unit as used for years in Lotus XI's
a powerplant which was itself descended from the faoous high speed firepunp which
had given Coventry ClDITBx its first postwer entree into the automotive field. In
basic form as cli.osen for th<i'Elite, the FI~E had tremendous reserves, since its
fully counterbalanced three bearing crankshaft, robu~ forged steel conrods, dry
linered alloy bloc!< and chain driven overhead cnm gear were already known to ba·
capable af holding much higher revs that the modest 6200 limit set
for this
application.
Yet even with a single SU carburettor, the little engine could still
churn out a lusty 80 gross bhp (7 5 nett) on 10· to one compression which for a ·
Even oore
210 lb. dry weight complete with accessories is pretty respectable.
important was the very respectable torque figure at modest rpm, and other useful
considerations included the fact that the Fi.JB unusual in those days - was actually
designed to operate on the slant, so that it was easy for Chapman's designs to
contrive a sharply sloping bonnetline and a low scuttle,
The canted block was
also an aid to accessibility, since the engine's wedge shaped combustion chambers
effectively concentrated inlet (by simple longitudinal tubular spreader manifold
end individual stub ports ) and exhaust (by fabricated bunch-of-bananas) on the
same, downward side with the carburettor out on a limb by itself and all the
aux::illaries neatly laid out on the exposed driver's side, together with steering
gear, distributor plug and hydraulic master cylinders.
The power train was straight forward with e.n eight inch Borg and Beck cl, utch
end MGA gearbox with EMC remote control linkage leading to a short propeller
shaft and a simple chassis mounted hypoid final drive unit. Brakes were unassisted
discs all round nounted inboard next to the diff unit at the back and outboard
at the front. It was the use of these inboard rear brakes in conjunction with
single laced wire wheels that gave tha car its characteristic look of fragility.

~

Suspension Was probably the Elite's o~st interesting aspect. The design was
based la~ly on Chapmans experience with racing cars and for virtually the first
_time on a British car there was no compromise about it, in the original version
the arrangement at the back centred on the double jointed halfshafts, themselves
which provided ell of the lateral location with a patented inclined coil
spring/ damper strut to carry 1h~e hub and provide vertical guidance plus a simple
bent tube trailing link by way of triangulation.
The system at the front was
almost a nut and bolt copy of the layout featured on Lotus racing cars at the
time with a single wide base lower wishbone built up from steel tubes,a forged
vertical nember and a single tubular lop link again with combination coil springs
damper units as the suspension medium. Steering was by rack and pinion with
a twin jointed culumn giving symmetrical driving position as well as providing
crash insulation. A torsional stabiliser bar cooplete the suspension arrang~ent
with terminal mountings at the tips of the top links.
As time went on, a lot of the details of the Elite's specifications came to be
nodified. Multiple teething troubles kept the car out of production for what
seemed an eternity and even a year of so after the original announcement
journalists priviliged to drive the prototype complained of incomplete cockpit
design.twitchy handling and loud noises rattling round inside the glassfibre
shell froo a multidude of obscure so~s. Early production models in turn
suffered from seemingly incurable bugs, faulty moulding was rife, spares were
h;,rd to get-· in {act things seemed -to be im a pretty -bad way up at Cheshunt •.
Then came news of a Series Two ·version which g,et finally underway in mid-1960,
with ll redesigned chassis unit structure built by a subsidiary of the Bristol
aircraft concern.
The new sheki incorporated a much-strengthened box for the
final drive unit to eliminnlzthe constant breakages which had dogged early models.
A new production process eliminated most of the unsightly coachwork ripples
the cockpit interior was cleaned up to the point where it won praise as one of
the most· functbnally 'organic • ever desi:_~ncd end there were a lot of detail
mechanical chanGes. At the same time c~nc a redesigned rear suspension with

angled links to nake h 8 ndling more predictable and later still a Special Equipment
model appear~d At extra cost with a more powerful twin carburretor engine, a
German built ZF ~earbox with better ratios and much mor·e
powerful
synctro ,mash (on ;,ll four) plus a heater as stand11rd end one or two other
refinements including vnrious dual

col~·:ur
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paint combinntions.

W8S an SE Elite th8t we tested for this feAture ;,lthough even thnt was not the
last <i.f the lin.o. A faster version called the Super 95 fc·llc.;~cd it, a(j<1in AS e.n
extra cost option· with a twin choke \>/~b2r c'~rburaJttor rc:_>lecing the SE dual
SU' s and boosting the engine output to 95 bhp at .7000 rpm. A brake servo becaLle
standard on this P.lodel and so did high speed Pirelli Cinturato tyres.

~t

(_j

And the Elan?
Well with its ho~eelcssly long !jcstation period and the sceraingly
endless production and service troubles th2t followed one another in rapid succession
throughout its life, the Elite must have coP.lc close to forcing Colin Chapman
to throw in his hand altogether. On paper it was superb. To. drive fast it was
sheer delight, but right to the end of its life it remained expensive to produce,
difficult to service, costly to repair, noisy to ride in and temperamental to maintain,
at first nobody thought of canning the Elit·~ alj:.oge,!'her, During ';:he late 1950's
Lotus had formed a proper design, and redcvelopmcntt~~~ Ron HickP.lan.
One of its
functions was to look at new ideas and two of the first to come under scrutiny
happened to be an occasional four seater version of the Elite ~nd a very cheap 9nd
fundnoental Ford powered replacement for the Seven. The almost inevitable de cis ion
that project No. 1 wouldn't work co-incided quite by chance with the discovery
that the second project could be built by a development of the Elite construction
process which would eliminate nearly all of its snags.
This process, called
around the factory the Monolithic technique because it meant producing the entire
glassfibre shell in a single mould instead of as countless glued together bits, so
excited Chapman and his staff that they started to get more ambitious in their plans
for it, First it grew an independent rear end. Then Harry Mundy came along and
suggested a twin· cam head for what was then the 998 cc lOSE engine, Then Ford
revealed plans for bigger versions of the seme unit. In fact before long the so
called Seven replacement was costing out as a virtual Elite replacement at rather
less cost, Hhy not make it an Elite replacement and kiss all their troubles goodbye?
Yet

u

For one thing the sta~;!< 1 ittle monster, Hickman
says it looked just like a Mark I Spit~ - was visualiy hardly the thing to take
ovar from such svelte and sophisticated styling job • . For another, the open one
piece body-chassis unit may not have enough stiffness to stand up to all the power
its sudda>ly expanded engine could give.
It was time for another Chapman brainwave.
Why not take the rough and ready X-form steel backbone :which they'd
already built as afrude mobile testbed for the new car's mechanicals and shove
it inside the monolithic structure as a source of extra strength?
Tliiis in turn brought problems.

If this sounds like accident, it was really no more so
than the Elite's
development had been. The original idea had come from Lotus Director Peter Kirw~n
Taylor and with prompting from Frank Oi!·stin it had soon developed into a zany
freak with fully enclosed front wheels, a way-back driving ~sition and a tiny
,
track. Only when stylist John Fraling got to work on the first scale model did.,
its final beautiful shape emerge - and now it was up to Hickman to do the same t~ing
for the Elan.
'
;

The Elan as it finally appeared was about as different from the Elite as it could
possibly be. The backbone replaced the older car's monocoque shell as the main
load-bearing structure. A box girder split at both ends with the deeper slit at·
the front forking out to embrace the engine. The body in sharp contrast to the
original became a semi-stressed shell which simply bolted on to the backbone
via insulated mounts. The arrangeraent meant that it was possible to provide
wide doors without weakening the structure and that the original open bodystyle
need be no less rigid than the coupe which would obviou&ly follow. Even though
the new car was slightly shorter and slightly lower than an Elite, space for
passengers and their luggage was greater. This involved some sacrifice in the
handling department since the wheelbase had ~come correspondingly shorter and the
spare wheel had been banished from its optim urn space hogging position directly
over the rear ax~s. Aerodynamics were still a consderation and even the hood
appeared with elaborate internal stiffening to stop it upsetting the. airstream.

I
I
1

Mechanically, the Elan emerged as in intriguing compromise between production
expediency and performance, The engine was basically the five bearing 1.5 litre
version of Ford's successful Anglia/Classic/Cortina series - but with a to. tally
new and simple twim overhand cam cylinder head conversion designed by Mundy (now
with Jaguar) and built in aluminum with totally machined combustion chambers by
JAP of motorcyetle fame. \-lith twin dual-choke Heber sidedraught carburettors fit·ted
as stendu:d

.

toge.th~r

with a single exhaust system using

8

rather unadventurous

four-branch collector monifold And tortuous transverse silencer, its output was a
lusty • 100 bh;:> gross at 5700 rpm. Surprizingly the new unit offered quit" a good .
low speed performance with 102 lb. ft. of torque at 4500 rpm and despite its
uncompromising height frora sum~ 0~ rock boxes together with its much greater Weight,
it represented fair exchange/the Elite Climax F\>/E if only because of its far greater.
development potential.
-3-
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Another advantage of course was that it came with a very good ready made
gearbox needing only closer Lotus built ratios to bring it up to the best
sporting standards. A short universally jointed propeller shaft as in
Elite c~rried the drive back to a new, much quieter final drive unit bolted
up to the chassis with short double jointed half shafts to each wheel. Unlike
the E!ite's, these were designed to have a certain amount of end-float, but
instead of the move usual splines they used special doughnut type u/js
(as in Minis and Imps ) which did double duty by allowing flexibility in all
directions at once.
The fact that the halfshafts were relieved of ail their locational duties meant
that the rear suspension had to be redesigned to incorporate a single very wide
ladder tY.Pe tubular A-frame e.-.ah side acting as lateral and fore and aft location
combined. The only other su sponsion component was an inclined coil spring.
damper strut of much the same type as the Elite's. At the front, prefabricated
pressed steel double wishbone suspension replaced the costly Elite system again with coil springs and integral telescopic dampers.
Steering was again
by rack and pinion, but this time it was a Triumph unit instead of a special
one and the rack was mounted ahead of the front axis, together with an anti-roll
bar, which worked between the lower transverse suspension members instead
of the upper onesJ
Brakes? Again discs were the medium, but the rear ones were mounted outboard
between hub and halfshaft at some sacrifice in oscillating weight - presumably
to make cooling eesier. A servo became standard too, The Elan was unusual emong
sports cars in being designed from the beginning to look right with ste~l disc
wheels another sensible economy

(_)

measure~

The 1500 as it was called went into production at Cheshunt alongside the Elite
in January of 1963. For a year the cars ran concurrently, largely because
Lotus wanted a fixed head coupe and theE lan version wasn't ready - held up,
it is said by cooling problems associated with the high ratio differential
which Chapman believed was essential to. ;give it as much speed as the earlier
·~odel.
But before long there were changes to the newcomer itself. A 1600 cc
engine with a special 'stroker' crankshaft appeared: Then in late 1964
came a revised version call.ed the S2 with certain external changes (including
single tailight clusters ) and a less futuristic rather mOre luxurious
interior. All of these changes were rumoured to be contermeasures against
customers who claimed that the new Lotus still stood up badly against Jaguars
E-type and one or imported coupes when it came to acceleration and more
particularly refinement. Slowly the market changed. Steadily production
picked up.
Unconspicuously the Elite disappeared.
The Elans we tried for this Giant Test were both the latest S2 models - the
standard open roadster and, more briefly, the
new fixed head coupe which·
finally appeared for Earls Court last year.
Both had the ChpiUllln patented
knock on disc wheels which are a roadster option at 34 pounds the set, but the
roadster wasn't provided with the detachable hardtop which has been an extra
since 1964.
Visually, all of our staff were unanimous in declaring the Elite the best
looking of the three cars we assessed. Tne Elan coupe came next, the roadster
last.
Reasons for the Elite's wayahead win are partly unfair. For example
its much lower engine allow a more ekgant bonnet line and its somewhat spaftan
drop out windows make it possible to use doors with such drenatic tumble
home top and bottom that they are almost V-shaped. In other respects, the Elan
is less excusable. Despite obvious stylistic similarities, particularly at the
back and around the bonnet opeRing, it seems to lack the sheer inspiration.
that gives the Elite its beauty. Accordingly it emerges merely as a functl.onal
looking car rather than an ae11:hetically stimulating one - although the more
dramatic lines of the coupes glasshouse top, plus its chrome plated bumpers
·-a'hd-cXtra brighr.work all round, give it a compensating visual lift. over the
monotone roadster.

'
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Moving closer, we were surprised to discover the boot sp.ace in thG Elite and
in the Elan roadster is roughly the scme.
The Elan coupe loses out
.
.::·
through having its battery located in the boot instead of in the space beh1.nd
the seats _which grows corrspondingly though, and which is in any case greater
in both Elans than in the Elite, which offers only a rather nicely shaped
shelf on top of the spare '1-heel cover between those famous sexy bumps over·
the suspension units.
The Elan coupe's boot lid is the s<me mape. as the
Elite, with a curled edge to reduce the height of the mel f over whl.Ch you
must. lift the heavy . hgg,ge.
The roadster's is only a symmetrical hatch
.with a mUch higher lip. Consequently the hood stick. and plastic elbow -?.eces
are rather a tight fit. We found the hood itself needlessly cla?<'ca:e
_
considering that it still flaps at -~ed and that the shortest tJ.m;., 1.n wh1.ch

•
we managed to put it up was just under three minute~
You can get jolly wet
in three minutes - and spare a thought for the poor no~ice who can hardly
hope to do the job unaided in less than five or six.
Engine accessibility is better in the Elite. In fact there are many thing&
to discot•rage even a fairly competent garage mechanic from working on either
of the Elan models at all. Not least among them is the fact that the
distributor is mounted directly underneath the massive Weber carbuettors,
On the other hand structural repairs are easier on the Elan, spares (except
for the carburettors) are cheaper and easier to get and the running gear is
less likelY to go wrong anyway.

0

Getting in is easier for Elan Owners too, end they get a better driving position
.The doors arc wider but perhps in consequence they tend to flex slightly
in a vertical plane and to make horrid .noises when you close them thruugh not
making proper contact with their zerotorque locks. The Elan roadster has
windows which slide up and down with the aid of steel thumbgrips on their top
edges. They never disappear altogether. The Elan coupe has electric windows
with conveniently placed toggle switches on the door themselves. The mechanism
works rather slowly and .noisily and frost or ice can choke it. The Elite has
hinged quarterlights and a unique system whereby the panes in the doors drop out
and stow away behind the seats; the result is that you have either full
ventilation (and adequate scope for hand signals) or none at all. It is argu~ble
whether tl1.is is worse than having a power ope rated pane which will only move at
a snail's pace because its runner are frozen up.
Looked at in 1966, the Elites seats, ~nich seems so marvellous five years ago
are impossibly upr;i·.ght and unyielding ,·. They allow too little fore and aft
r&nge for a tallish man to drive at arm's length and there is no adjustment for
the backrest or steering wheel. The wheel itself has a solid wooden rim and
SJ:ike type alloy spokEB,an arrangelllli!nt which 1!lust surely do rather nasty things
ill a bad smash. It is mounted very high but has a good thick rim and a nice
feel to it. Pedals are set dead ahead and well spaced with a neat supplementary
system of floor switches - one to the left for dipping the headlamps, another
between brake and clutch for s~uirting the screen. The gear lever is ideally
placed within ·h~ndspan of the wheel rim; its movements are short, sharp, and
unmistakeable. Instrument layout is simple, with five black rimmed dials set
in a wonderfully shaped matt alloy binnacle - two big ones for the 140 mph
speedometer (with trip rec~der)and 8000 rpm tachometer, two smaller flanking
indicators for fua level 2nd battery charge and cnother small dial in the
middle with twin scales for oil pressure and water temperatures. Minor
controls are set in a row on the left, all with identical serrated knobS •.
1:hey can be very confusing and are mostly stiff to operate. A long toggle
to the right of the wheel flashes the he ad lamps and sounds the horn. The
handbrake is a T-handle affair under the dash to the right; on our car it
was inoperative, although in 1962 we praised it as stubborn but effective. The
thermostatically controlled electric r~diator fan which has no manual override
and which we critiC:ixed originally for allowing the engine to overheat in
traffic. work perfectly this time.. The heater control looks untidy and
gets in the way of the driver's left knee. As for tri·m, there is no headlining
apart from the handsome but unyielding glassfibre inner skin. The door
pockets double effectively as armrests and pull handles and there is a parcel
shelf on the passenger's side as well as the one behind .the seats. Visibility
is rather poor because of the thick pillars and low, downswept scats.
The Elan has m\F h better seats, still with no backrest adjustoent (and no need
of it) but with plenty of fore/aft adjustment and a built in attitude that
allows aloost any driver to get comfortable. The~ steering wheel of the same
dubious type as the Elite's but with a thinne:C'7t§il adjustable. with a spanner
·and sore difficulty for reach, Pedal layout is less satisfactory than in the
Elite, partly because the chassis !hap e. dictates a sharp offset to the right and
partly because the bulky universal joini: on the bottom of the steering collmn
inte.rf-.:!rcs with the driver's feet on corners ... Instrument layout is much
the sane c~ccpt that there are only four dials (no ammeter).
The dashboard
:E ·lit8rnlly just that - a substanti"l hunk of veneer walnut with a distinct
Standard Triumph look nbout it and 1.1 hinged but nonlockable (why) glovebox
on th;,} pasGcn[:_';Cr S side,. Minor controls ore rather STI too., and vo;::,ry sc~ttere.d.
If we had charge of the job, we would put tl" choke where the wiper switch is
now, down beside the ignition stDrter control. As things stand, the wipers
alWDys manDge to hide bd1ind the gear- lever when you want them in a hurry. The
controls [or the lights are quite well arrmged considering the limitations of
the pop up system with tte main control knob by the driver's left knee and a
~
selector switch tc1hc left. Pull the knob with the switch off and the headlights·.>
1
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come out fighting IE. pop up already flashing vigorously, to the great delight
of. any bystanders. With the switch halfway down you get side and tail lBr!lps
wUtl~out chenging the flaming arrangcnent.
Push the switch right dmm and the
headlmi1p beao stays steady for night driving.
The dipswitch is an independent
columrr oounted stalk with a matching one opposite for the winkers. A cigar
lighter is standard, plus (on the roadster) a dash mounted map light which alr.;ost.
blinds the driver. The coupe features an extremely complex set up with three
interior lights all .,_urking from the saoe multi-pssition switch. VIe never
mastered it.
The Elan's gear lever, like. the Elite's is well placed, It used the nomal
Ford rencte lin.\age, but the shorter lever makes it feel different nd there
is a very racy click as you change. The handbrake again is under the dash this tir.1e 1lil umbrella handle which "~:liked quite well on both cars.
The Elite is always easy to start on the choke, even inthe depths of winter, and
.ts thermostatic fan allows it to warm Up very quickly. The Elan has a built
in autooatic choke which suffices for most cold starts provided you engage it
by first flooring the accelerator, but there is a·suppleentary manual control
which gives more controlled lol'arming up in frost. The engine in any case takes
longer to reach operating temperature than the Elite • s and will ~;pit back in
typical Ford fashion, it can also be teQperamental after a short st~ on
a hot day. The gearbox is stiffer than usual on a cold morning, 1'1hereas the

Elite's never varies.
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In conjunction with their assessnent of the faults and advantages of the
design and furc tional aspects of these cars, CAR magazine presented a see-atglance test table which includes sorr.e of the items they discussed in the above
article and a summary of a road test of a direct comparison between an
Elite and an Elan.
As we do not possess a comprehensive direct road test
between these two cars, we are also publishing these results.
However, this
report was cade in 1966 and since that time the pclol'er and acceleration of the
~lan has increaed.
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